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Some give by going to the Missions                 Some go by giving to the Missions            Without both there are no Missions

CATHOLIC BISHOP OF NORTHERN ALASKA
1312 PEGER ROAD FAIRBANKS, ALASKA  99709
Phone: 907-374-9532         http: //www.cbna.info

Special Masses are offered throughout the year for
you and your intentions by our Missionary Priests.
Please pray that God may bless us and our work.

CONFIRMED IN ALASKA: PART I--NULATO

Nulato Confirmed:  Left to Right:  Gina Patsy, Brother Robert J. Ruzicka, O.F.M., Rebecca Agnes, Christine
Ekada, Kyle Patsy, Arthur Demoski, Bishop Donald Kettler, Cynthia Agnes, Henry Agnes Jr., Nathan Ekada,
Jessica Nohmer, and Rodney Hildebrand.          --Photo By Patty Walter

You may guess that in shepherding an area spanning 409,849 square miles, there might be a great deal
of travel.  Bishop Donald J. Kettler maintains a truly vigorous pace —a pace somewhat accelerated all the
more here in this Northern Missionary Diocese, given our unique situation; our climate and location.  Bishop
Kettler’s schedule, often set a year in advance, is something at which to marvel.  The time directly before
breakup and first snowfall—is full to capacity.  In the duration of a brief two months his travel includes 23
separate visits—14 of those to parishes that can only be reached by plane.  Confirmations comprise a total of
14 parish visits.  Additionally, each village visit, though sometimes only a day or half a day, include a multitude
of sacramental activities, including Baptisms, Anointing of the Sick, Communion, Weddings, Reconciliation,
and Dedications of new churches.
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We want to thank in a special way those of you who have included the Catholic Bishop of Northern Alaska (our
legal title) in your bequests and wills, and those of you who, at the time of the deaths of dear ones, have suggested
that, in their memory, contributions be made to the Missions of Northern Alaska or to the Alaskan Shepherd
Endowment Fund.  For more information, please contact Tom Buzek,  Business Administrator:   907-374-9528.

Bishop Kettler ’s 2005 Confirmation circuit
began in Nulato, a Koyukon Athabaskan Indian village
on the right bank of the middle Yukon River and
concluded with a “road” parish visit to Tok—“The
Gateway to Alaska”—located at the junction of the
Alaska and Glenn Highways.  To the south of Tok lies
the Archdiocese of Anchorage, and to the southeast
the Diocese of Juneau.

On April 4th, when Bishop Kettler made the
first trip of his 2005 Confirmation tour--to the village
of Nulato--I was fortunate enough to be able to
accompany him.  Our flight out of Fairbanks left at
8:15 am—a two-hour flight in a Piper Navajo, an eight-
seater that would have us stopping briefly in Galena
before departing on the last half-hour leg of our flight
to Nulato.  Bishop Kettler climbed aboard and began
the tedious process of squeezing his 6’3” foot frame
into a cabin that would just barely allow it.  Legs bent
uncomfortably and head tilted to one side Bishop
Kettler settled in for the flight and began silently
praying from his daily office.  In this position,
somehow sleep replaced prayerful meditation.  The
pilot settled in his flight pattern and as the  sun poured
through the windows, it began to warm the chilly
cabin—compelling me to nap.  The scenery, from about
10,000 feet up, was worth foregoing part of a snooze.
Far below lay an endless twist of rivers only visible
among the miles of snow because of their glass-like
appearance and an occasional patch of spruce.  Rivers
of ice—roads really, for another month or so, when
the rising waters below and the air above would warm

enough to carry the ice out of these tributaries—to the
mighty Yukon River—and finally to the great Bering
Sea.

We stopped in Galena, briefly, for refueling and
passenger drop-off and pick-up.  We would return
there the following day.

Nulato takes its name from the Nulato River, a
stream flowing into the Yukon about two miles below
the village.  It was founded in 1838, when the Russians
built a trading post at the mouth of this stream.
Catholic history in Alaska, more precisely the honor
of the first Catholic mission in Alaska, belongs to the
village of Nulato.  Catholic missionaries Oblate Bishop
Isidore Clut and Father Auguste Lecorre, in June 1873,
passed by there on their way downriver to St. Michael.
On July 31, 1877, Charles J. Seghers, Bishop of
Vancouver Island at the time, and Father Joseph M.
Mandart arrived at Nulato to spend the year in and
out of there.  The bishop dedicated the mission under
the title of Sancta Maria Ad Nives (“St. Mary of the
Snows”).  However, when the Jesuits took over the
Nulato mission in 1887, they placed it under the
patronage of St. Peter Claver.  It was not until 1950
that the original name, slightly modified to “Our Lady
of the Snows,” was restored to the mission.  Since then,
the Nulato parish has been known under that title.  St.
Peter Claver, however, continued to be a secondary
patron of the Nulato mission.

An arial view of the village of Nulato, Alaska, taken in the
1930’s. --CBNA Archives

Children scurry in 1939 to the Mission School, run by the
Sisters of St. Ann from 1899-1983, as the bell rings in Nulato,
Alaska.           --CBNA Archives



CATHOLIC BISHOP OF NORTHERN ALASKA
ALASKAN SHEPHERD  1312 PEGER ROAD  FAIRBANKS, ALASKA  99709-5199

Dear Friends of the Missionary Diocese of Fairbanks:

Fifty-nine years ago, in September 1946, under the supervision
of Father Edmund Anable, S.J., and the Sisters of Providence, fifty-five
1st-4th grade students began classes in the basement of Fairbanks’
historic Immaculate Conception Church.  In 1951, six construction camp
buildings and the old army officers club were moved to a site on Noyes
Slough.  These buildings, arranged under a single roof, became the
home of Immaculate Conception School and of 115 elementary students.
In 1955, the first 9th grade class met at Immaculate Conception Church.
In 1956, a $400,000 high school, named after Father Francis Monroe,
S.J., founder of the first Catholic Parish in Fairbanks, was completed
and opened.  On May 29, 1959, Alaska was celebrating its first year of
statehood, as Fairbanks’ Monroe Catholic High School graduated its first
senior class, a class of six.  By 1978, enough funding had been secured for
construction of a two-story elementary school.  In 1980, the first parent-funded
kindergarten was held.  Today, there are 450 students reaping the benefits of
a Catholic education in Fairbanks.

Immaculate Conception School and Monroe High School comprise the only K-12 Catholic school
system in Alaska.  Situated in Fairbanks, just 100 miles south of the Arctic Circle, these schools educate
students from a wide variety of backgrounds.  Some live within walking distance, others travel 25 miles by
bus or car, and still others have left their home villages and towns to board in Fairbanks to attend a Catholic
school.  The Catholic Schools of Fairbanks provide an educational environment that is rooted in faith, rich
in academic excellence, strengthened by service and nurtured by community.

Until the 1980’s, ICS and Monroe employed a large number of Religious, both men and women, and
members of the Jesuit Volunteer Corps.  In the last 20 years, the JVC has turned its resources to other areas
and there has been a significant decline in the number of Religious.  The Religious and the volunteers
donated a tremendous amount of time and energy at a very low cost.  The increases in educational costs
have gone largely to paying teachers and staff.

That is why we find ourselves knocking at your door.  Contributing to the Catholic Schools of Fairbanks
will ensure that the schools will be able to pay for textbooks, computer supplies, salaries, maintenance
costs, and other costs associated with running a school.  Additionally, your donation will help keep tuitions
at affordable levels so that more families will be able to have the choice in the education of their children.
Finally, you will be part of a tradition of giving--dating back to 1946, when the schools opened in the basement
of Immaculate Conception Church.

With all sincere, grateful, best wishes,
Donald J. Kettler, Bishop of Fairbanks

TO:  CATHOLIC BISHOP OF NORTHERN ALASKA
1312 Peger Road, Fairbanks, Alaska  99709  DATE_________________   2005 06 F12
Dear Bishop Kettler:
Enclosed is my special donation of $_________to the Catholic Schools of Fairbanks Annual Fund, a
fund intended exclusively to help alleviate operational costs at the school.
NAME__________________________________ADDRESS___________________________________________

CITY________________________________________STATE________________ZIP_______________________
Please make checks payable to: CATHOLIC BISHOP OF NORTHERN ALASKA

“Our Catholic schools can be a
primary tool for evangelization and
catechesis.  My goal is to see that this
in fact happens here in Fairbanks.”

—Bishop Donald Kettler
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Yes, please send _____copy(ies) of Alaskana Catholica.
I am enclosing $80.00 for each book, which includes shipping and handling.
Name____________________________________________________________________________
Address_________________________________________________________________________
City_______________________________________State__________________Zip____________
Email________________________________________      DATE_________________   2005 06 F92

“Through years of dedicated research, writing, and
documentation, Father Renner has created a succinct yet
comprehensive guide detailing in total clarity and conciseness
the history of the Catholic Church in Alaska. Within this historic
documentation the reader can reference over 225 years of
Catholicism in Alaska. Father Louis L. Renner, S.J., has
accomplished in Alaskana Catholica a momentous feat—a
magnum opus.”

Donald J. Kettler
Bishop of Fairbanks

“Father Renner is the foremost authority on
Catholic history in Alaska,

writing history at its purest, almost exclusively
from archival sources.”
Dr. Dorothy Jean Ray

Historian and Anthropologist

“This fascinating volume offers an intimate picture of the
activities of the Catholic Church’s Alaska Mission, from its

beginning in the nineteenth century to the present. It is a fact-
filled account of people and places with a wonderful array of

characters…Father Renner, with a historian’s concern for the
facts and a writer’s eye for a good story,

has produced a valuable work.”
Francis Paul Prucha, S.J.,

  Professor of History Emeritus ,  Marquette University

“One of the main intents of this volume,” we read in the author’s Preface, “is to keep alive for posterity the
memory of many major Catholic Alaskan figures—clerical and lay, Native and non-Native, living and
deceased—by the recording of their lives and deeds.”

Alaskana Catholica (“a unique gift, whether to give or to receive”) is a reference work in the
format of an encyclopedia.  It offers its readers something more than mere bare-bones reference data and
Who’s Who-s.  Moreover, some entries have a story about the given entry’s subject attached to them.   Some
have a “tapestry” woven out of a series of quotations from the mission diary of the given place attached to
them.  These stories and tapestries give readers a kind of “you are there” experience, of being present at an
event of the past or at a place remote to them.   Close to 400 images illustrate Alaskana Catholica.

The Alaskan Shepherd is accepting advance orders now.   The book is scheduled to arrive in the Fall of 2005.

ALASKANA CATHOLICA
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It was my first time in Nulato and as our pilot
announced our arrival and the temperature of -23, I
glanced my first look at the runway.  It appeared we
would be landing high above the village on a cliff of
snow.  I flipped through my Alaska Wilderness Guide
and located the description of the airfield—“airstrip 1
mile northeast; elevation 310 feet; length 4,000 feet;
gravel; unattended; no facilities.”  Snow now deeply
covered the gravel and upon approach one can easily
see what lies beyond the 4,000 foot runway—the other
side of the cliff.  Small planes fly into Nulato twice a
day.  Their arrival is easily heard by all villagers and
the sound of the engine overhead is cue to jump in a
truck, or on a snowmachine, or a four-wheeler and
collect your party.  So, we were not surprised and a
little relieved (recall the “no facilities!”) to be greeted
by parishioner Eddie Hildebrand who would take us
310 feet down and 1 mile on into Nulato and to the
parish of Our Lady of the Snows.

We were greeted at the parish door by Brother
Robert J. “Brother Bob” Ruzicka, O.F.M., Coordinator
of Rural Ministries for seven villages in the middle
Yukon area—complete with his trademark smile and
contagious laugh.  Brother Bob’s quarters are attached
to the church, and soon we were enjoying a delicious

breakfast of eggs and sausage.  It was a great treat as
Brother Bob had received professional training as a
cook at Chicago’s Washburn Culinary School.

Athabaskan elder, Rose Ambrose, once said of
Brother Bob:  “Brother Robert is handy and helps anyone.
He makes people happy.  He helps when people are grieving
for their lost ones.  He has good personality and good with
young children.  Plays games with them and teaches
catechism.  Also visits old people and sick people.  I’ll say,
people have lots of fun with Brother Robert.”

Confirmation Mass was scheduled for 6pm that
evening.  Brother Bob offered a tour of the adjacent
school building, in which Sisters of St. Ann for many
years ran a day schoool.  As early as 1891, the Jesuits
ran a “contract school” at Nulato.  On September 19,
1899, three Sisters of St. Ann arrived from Holy Cross
Mission to open a day school.  Classes began on
November 2nd with eleven pupils.  With some slight
breaks from time to time, the Sisters of St. Ann served
at Nulato in various capacities, though mainly as
schoolteachers, until 1983.  Parishioners currently run
a type of thrift store out of the bottom half of the
building.  The building felt like an ice box—piercingly
cold.  It  echoed memories of a pioneer era.  It was
easy to imagine, as we gazed into the bedrooms at
wallpaper now made sharp and crisp by the
penetrating arctic air, that once this school and home
were made warm and cozy by the Sisters of St. Ann.
The chapel still holds some meager furnishings, statues
and pictures.  The floor there creaks a warning of
instability.  Yet the house, with its linoleum covered
wood floors, quaint wallpaper and dusty furnishings,
steeped me in nostalgia, and I was wishing it were

Brother Bob Ruzicka, O.F.M, stays “on the trail” in Nulato.
The Franciscan brothers and priests have served for almost
two decades, since 1986,  in the Missionary Diocese of Fair-
banks. --Alaskan Shepherd Archives

Bishop Walter James Fitzgerald, S.J., and the Sisters of St.
Ann outside of the Mission school in Nulato, Alaska, in
the early 1940’s.              --CBNA Archives



Again we assure you that we never, under any circumstances,
sell, exchange, or give out the names of our benefactors.

This has been and continues to be our sacred pledge. 6

Special thanks to those of you who have sent
stamps!  These 37¢ first class gifts are of great

use to the Alaskan Shepherd.

warmer, so I could stay longer to sort through the
various memorabilia.

Brother Bob gave us a tour of the newer Andrew
Demoski School, where we met the principal and
secretary.  Then Bishop Kettler  retreated to the rectory
for a rest and to make some calls while I was treated
to a tour of “uptown” Nulato via four-wheeler.  The
population of Nulato is about 330; approximately 120
are children in grades kindergarten through 12.
Houses are arranged neatly in a type of square grid
and the village boasts a post office, clinic and store
owned by parishioners Eddie and Annie Hildebrand.
We stopped off in the store long enough to hang a
reminder flyer announcing the time of the
Confirmation Mass.  I jotted down the prices on a few
items—cake mix $3.00, A-1 Steak Sauce $6.00,
Tomatoes $3.00 each.  Brother Bob, pulling a wagon
behind his four-wheeler, stopped from time to time to
allow a weary walker (at 23 below) to jump in and
receive a ride to their destination.  I was able to view a
great deal of the village from the backseat of the four-
wheeler—it was a great outing!  We returned back to
the church after about 40 minutes and with plenty of
time to thaw before the evening celebration.  With the
word now out around town that “Bishop is here,”
Bishop Kettler received some spur-of-the-moment
visits and was able to hear a few Confessions before
Mass.

By 6:00 pm the church was filled to its limit—
chairs lined the walls and latecomers filled in between
them.  The 10 to be confirmed processed in with Bishop
Kettler singing, “Come Holy Ghost.”  Following the
gospel, Bishop Kettler spoke directly to those about
to receive the Holy Spirit saying:  Baptism, the Eucharist,
and the sacrament of Confirmation together constitute the
“sacraments of Christian initiation.” With the sacrament
of Confirmation, you are more perfectly bound to the Church
and are enriched with a special strength of the Holy Spirit.
Christ calls you to now spread and defend the faith by word
and deed.  You receive this very day seven gifts, gifts directly
from the Holy Spirit—Wisdom, Understanding, Counsel,
Fortitude, Knowledge, Piety, and Fear of the Lord.  Take
these gifts and find that something special that you can do
as a Confirmed adult in the Church. Live out those gifts.
Use them to lead your community and to teach others.
Bishop Kettler then prayed over the candidates for the
gift of the Holy Spirit and anointed them with Chrism
saying, “Be sealed with the Gift of the Holy Spirit.”

Following Mass the parish prepared a
wonderful potluck celebration complete with salmon,
turkey, ham, salad and many desserts.  Bishop Kettler
shared conversation over dinner with elders Dorothy
Sommer and Marganna Patsy.  Children gathered
around Brother Bob. Curious about his Franciscan
robe, they offered to untie the knots in his cincture!
To which Brother Bob jovially explained, “These knots
are there to remind me of three vows.”  Touching the knots
one by one he went on to explain, “The first is a reminder
of my vow of obedience to the Pope and to Bishop Kettler,
the second a reminder of my vow of poverty—to not own
anything--the third knot is a reminder of my vow of chastity.
That means no fooling around!”  This final explanation
caused the children to break out in giggles.

After clean-up, Brother Bob was called on to
check the radio/television station—as some villagers
could not get updates on Pope John Paul II’s funeral
proceedings.

That evening we, too, watched the updates and
enjoyed popcorn—Bishop Kettler’s favorite snack—
given the gourmet touch by Chef Brother Bob.  Brother
Bob is a true blessing and tribute to the Franciscan way.
His smile is welcoming and infectious—a natural lead-
in to the chuckle or hearty laugh that immediately
ensues.  We soon retired for the evening, giving thanks
for a wonderful faith-filled day of celebration.  I was
particularly fond of my sleeping arrangement, for my
little bed was tucked between the sacristy walls, just a
wall away from the church and from the Blessed
Sacrament.

--Patty Walter

Bishop Donald J. Kettler visits with elders Dorothy Sommer
(left) and Marganna Patsy during the potluck celebration fol-
lowing Confirmation in Nulato, Alaska, on April 4, 2005.   In
the background are Caroline Semaken and Albert Evans.

      --Photo by Patty Walter.


